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ABSTRACT

The Doppler effect has been exploited for localization of an electromagnetic

interference (EMI) radio source. The differential Doppler (DD) method has been used for

many decades. Another method called the direct position determination (DPD) approach

showed better performance than the DD method under low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

environments. The DPD approach uses a single step without Doppler frequency

measurement whereas the DD method involves two steps: Step 1 – measurement of Doppler

frequency at each receiver (RX); and Step 2 – measurement of the Doppler frequency

differences among the RXs. Both DD and DPD employ multiple mobile RXs, e.g., multiple

satellites. Launching and managing multiple RXs require significantly higher cost than a

single-RX operation. Of course, both DD and DPD methods exploit the Doppler frequency

directly or indirectly. This thesis documents research, which attempts to challenge the

traditional approach where RXs are physically separated at a significantly large distance to

yield better Doppler frequency effects. It covers three novel methods requiring only a single

RX. The key idea is to exploit the fact that the Doppler frequency is a function of not only

velocity and position vectors but also RX frequency. In other words, the main idea is to

have multiple different Doppler frequency effects at a single RX by creating multiple RX

frequencies with multiple RX antennas in proximity even if the EMI transmitter (TX) uses

a single carrier frequency. For implementation, this new methodology uses multiple

frequency mixer intelligent reflection surface (FMx IRS) antennas and a main RX antenna

in proximity. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed methods, the EMI TX’s signal is

assumed to be either known or unknown. In addition, the research includes simulations

using a random search, instead of a computationally inefficient grid search used in DPD,

for a faster convergence. Furthermore, this thesis recommends FMx IRS antennas to create

a different RX frequency at a different sampling time, e.g., chirp. Finally, this thesis will

verify the claims via simulation and Cramér-Rao lower bound analysis.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A Doppler frequency at a receiver (RX) is a function of a relative velocity vector

and a relative position vector between RX and an electromagnetic interference (EMI)

source transmitter (TX) or emitter. Doppler frequency has been measured in practice, and

multiple RXs have been employed because an EMI TX position is a function of multiple

variables, e.g., (x0, y0, z0) and (vx0 , vy0 , vz0) where the subscript zero stands for the EMI.

Most investigators in the literature have assumed that RX positions of significant distances

and RX velocities of significantly different directions can create more effective Doppler

frequencies. For example, airplanes are flying at a minimum 9,260 meters (5 nm) apart,

drones at 4.827 Km (3 statute miles) apart, and satellites at 122 Km apart at 700 Km

altitude.

This research aims to break the traditional approach where RXs are physically

separated at a larger distance to create better Doppler frequency effects. The claim is that

even a single RX that has multiple physically separated RX antennas can create different

Doppler frequency effects and can locate the EMI emitter effectively even if the EMI TX

uses a single carrier frequency. The research considers a stationary EMI emitter, i.e.,

(vx0 , vy0 , vz0) = (0, 0, 0), as an initial study. Only the RX is mobile. Both TX and RX

mobility cases in 3-dimensional (3D) space will be investigated in the future.

The differential Doppler (DD) method and its variants have been presented in the

literature for multiple decades. For example, in 1984, Torrieri analyzed a DD method that

employs multiple physically separated RXs each intercepting an EMI emitter signal and

measuring its own Doppler frequency [1]. Then, each RX sends the measured Doppler

frequency information to a signal processing center RX. At each interception interval along

a trajectory the difference in frequency shifts among the multiple RXs is estimated in the

first step. Then the position of the emitter is estimated based on the results of the previous
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step. Thus, this DD method is a two-step method.

In 2008, Amar and Weiss improved upon this DD method with the direct position

determination (DPD) approach [2]. In their approach a fading coefficient, e.g., Rician

fading, was also considered in the RX signal at every interception interval, and an additive

white Gaussian noise (AWGN) was added at each interception interval. Then, the

maximum likelihood (ML) function was used as the objective cost function for a given

fading coefficient. The optimal position was determined in a single step from all available

data. In other words, no steps were involved to directly determine the Doppler frequency

and Doppler frequency difference among RXs. They showed that the DPD approach has

less error than the conventional DD method at lower signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) values.

Both DD and DPD assumed at least two physically separated RXs; therefore, the RXs

were positioned many kilometers apart.

Also, the DD method in [1] measures the Doppler frequencies at the two dislocated

RXs at the same interception interval. Hence, the same TX frequency instability

component will be cancelled when the difference between the two measured frequencies at

two different RXs is taken. Therefore, the Doppler frequency measured by the DD method

will be free of the EMI TX frequency instability. Whereas, the DPD approach in [2] does

not measure the Doppler frequency but takes samples of the Doppler contaminated

received signal for localization of the EMI TX.

In a recent study, a radio frequency (RF) geolocation problem was investigated

using a single RX [3]. Doppler frequency and Doppler rate were used and a constrained

unscented Kalman filtering (cUKF) was applied by converting almost noiseless nonlinear

equations into system state vector-variable equations. For example, a high signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) was assumed, e.g., 20 dB to 40 dB at the single RX or zero additive Gaussian

noise (AWGN) was considered in the received baseband signal. In addition, no fading

signal and zero EMI TX oscillator frequency drift (i.e., instability) were assumed. Then,

the Doppler frequency and Doppler rate were measured.

The assumption in [3] of no fading may prohibit the cUKF application in practice.
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This is because most clocks have frequency instability. Since a single RX is employed in [3],

at least at two contiguous interception intervals, the Doppler frequencies should be

measured and then subtracted to estimate the Doppler frequency rate. However, since

most EMI TX oscillators are unstable, two different random frequencies will be generated

at the two contiguous interception intervals and will be added to the true Doppler-shifted

EMI carrier frequency. Hence, the Doppler frequency rate cannot be measured correctly

when two Doppler frequencies are contaminated by the EMI TX clock’s instability. Hence,

this method which requires both Doppler frequency and Doppler frequency rate will fail

under the TX frequency instability conditions.

Furthermore, the cUKF method in [3] requires an Earth surface constraint for

convergence and accuracy. In other words, the cUKF method requires that the location of

the EMI TX is restricted to the earth’s surface, whereas the proposed methods do not

require such an Earth surface constraint. The EMI TX location can be in 3D. To reduce

search time, the arrival angle of the EMI TX signal can be exploited for the proposed

methods instead of a complete blind search.

The proposed methods assume no GPS signal. In addition, the proposed methods

assume a channel fading. Furthermore, the proposed methods include the EMI TX

oscillator frequency instability as a uniform random variable ∼ uniform [-100, 100] [Hz].

Therefore, the proposed methods are considered under more practical and severe RF

environments than the cUKF method in [3]. Table 1 summarizes the overall differences

between DD [1], DPD [2], and cUKF methods [3]. The proposed methods will have superior

advantages over the cUKF in [3] and the existing DD [1] and DPD method [2] in practice.

Table 1: Model Comparisons for Localization Methods

DD DPD cUKF Proposed
Fading Channel YES YES NO Yes

EMI TX Freq. Instability YES YES NO YES
EMI Earth Surface Constraint NO NO YES NO

SNR [-20,10] dB [-20,10] dB [20,40] dB [-20,40] dB
EMI TX Signal at RX Known Known/Unknown Known Known/Unknown

Number of RXs ≥ 2 ≥ 2 1 1
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The main contribution of this research is that the DPD estimation [2] can still be

applicable to estimate the location of an EMI TX with multiple receiver antennas in

proximity within a single RX when the emitter signal is known or unknown.

The proposed methods can save cost significantly by a factor of the number of RXs

used in [1] and [2] because the proposed methods employ a single RX.

The proposed single RX is applicable for both narrow-band and wide-band EMI

signals. This is because the maximum propagation delay spread between multiple receiving

antennas in a single RX can be d/c = 3.33× 10−9 seconds for d = 1 meter separation and

hence the bandwidth of the intercepted signal is the inverse of the multipath delay spread

which is equal to c/d = 3× 108 = 0.3GHz, where c is the speed of light. Whereas the DPD

method is applicable for only narrow-band emitter signals because of larger distance

separation, e.g., 30 KHz = c/d|d=10Km.

The conventional DD method requires multiple RXs and two-step signal processing

to find the location of an EMI emitter source and shows a worse performance than the

existing DPD method [2]. The DPD method takes only one step processing and shows a

better performance than DD [2]. However, DPD requires multiple RXs with significant

distance separation. The development, launching, and maintenance of multiple RXs is

expensive.

Finally, the method recently presented in [3] considers no fading signal, no TX

frequency instability, and assumes that the RX receives a high-power LOS EMI signal with

20 dB – 40 dB SNR. Under these favorable propagation environments, the EMI transmitter

can receive GPS signals, can find its location, and can broadcast its location to the search

and rescue (SAR) RX. This solution would be more effective than cUKF. However,

proposed methods 2-4 include serious fading.

This research was presented at the Institute of Navigation’s Joint Navigation

Conference [4]. In this thesis, section 2.1 describes the system model, existing method, and

proposed methods with 2-dimensional (2D) grid search. Section 2.2 presents the ML

objective function for the proposed methods when the EMI TX signal is known or
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unknown at a single RX. Section 2.3 extends the 2D proposed methods to 3D search

considering a nonzero altitude. The EMI TX is stationary on the earth’s surface and the

RX is in space with nonzero altitude, e.g., 200 Km as done for cUKF. The Earth surface

constraint is not required for the proposed methods. Section 2.4 presents a random search

instead of a grid search to reduce the search time and to enhance the resolution. Section

2.5 presents a RX chirp signal to improve performance of proposed methods 2 and 4 even

though the EMI TX signal uses a single carrier frequency. Section 2.6 analyzes the CRLB

theoretically for the proposed methods when the EMI TX signal is known or unknown at a

single RX. Chapter 3 presents numerical results and Chapter 4 concludes the thesis.

Finally, the MATLAB code used to generate the CRLB can be found in the appendix.
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CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY

2.1 System Model and Proposed Methods of 2D Search

The proposed methods use theoretical analysis including the Cramér-Rao lower

bound (CRLB) in [2] and apply a similar DPD approach but employ only a single RX.

Three novel methods – proposed methods 2 – 4-are presented, and proposed method 1 is

not effective but included for discussion. This chapter starts with a summary of the

proposed methods and then goes into detail in the next section.

2.1.1 Summary of Proposed Methods

The proposed methods use theoretical analysis including the Cramér-Rao lower

bound (CRLB) in [2] and apply a similar DPD approach but employ only a single RX.

Three novel methods – proposed methods 2 – 4-are presented, and proposed method 1 is

not effective but included for discussion. This chapter starts with a summary of the

proposed methods and then goes into detail in the next section.

Let ∆d denote the distance among multiple antennas within a RX where one

antenna serves as the main antenna and the rest reflect the incident waveform with

different output carrier frequencies using the frequency-mixer intelligent reflecting surface

(FMx IRS) antennas presented in [5]. Also, let fc ·∆f denote the carrier frequency

separation among the multiple reflected output frequencies at RX for proposed methods 3

and 4 or carrier frequency separation at TX for proposed method 2. The RX multiple

carrier frequency separation can be created by using multiple FMx IRS antennas where

each output frequency is fc − l · fc ·∆f where l = 1, · · · , L− 1 for L number of RX carrier

frequencies [5]. The existing method [2] and proposed methods 1-4 are summarized in

Table 2.
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Table 2: Proposed Methods and Existing Method

System Models
Existing Method ∆d

e.g.
= 10Km ≫ 10 m, fc ·∆f = 0 at TX, fc ·∆f = 0 at RX

Proposed Method 1 ∆d = 0 m, fc ·∆f = 0 at TX, fc ·∆f ̸= 0 at RX
Proposed Method 2 ∆d = 0 m, fc ·∆f ̸= 0 at TX, fc ·∆f ̸= 0 at RX
Proposed Method 3 ∆d

e.g.
= 1 m ̸= 0 m, fc ·∆f = 0 at TX, fc ·∆f = 0 at RX

Proposed Method 4 ∆d
e.g.
= 1 m ̸= 0 m, fc ·∆f = 0 at TX, fc ·∆f ̸= 0 at RX

The existing method assumes multiple RXs with nonnegligible minimum distance

separation, e.g., ∆d = 10Km≫ 1 m, and no frequency separation at either TX or RX.

This paper assumes that a single-RX implementation is feasible when ∆d ≤ 10 m. Only a

single carrier frequency is transmitted and received.

Proposed method 1 uses a single carrier frequency and creates multiple RX carrier

frequencies but assumes zero distance separation among FMx IRS antennas and the main

antenna. The FMx IRS antennas for proposed method 1 will experience the same Doppler

frequency although multiple FMx IRSs can create different frequencies at the RX side [5].

This is because only a single TX carrier frequency is transmitted and the physically

separated distances among the antennas are zero, and hence the Doppler frequencies for the

indirect paths from the TX to all FMx IRS antennas will be equal to the Doppler frequency

of the direct path from the TX antenna to the RX antenna. In addition, the Doppler

frequencies from all FMx IRS antennas to the main RX antenna will be zero. Therefore,

the overall Doppler frequencies for the indirect paths from the TX to the RX via FMxIRSs

will be equal to the Doppler frequency for the direct path from the TX to the RX antenna.

Proposed method 2 assumes the same multiple carrier frequencies at both TX and

RX and no reflector antennas where the main RX antenna can receive multiple carrier

frequency signals transmitted by the EMI TX.

Proposed method 3 assumes a single carrier frequency at both TX and RX side, but

a nonzero small distance separation among multiple FMx IRS antennas and the main RX

antenna in a single RX.

Finally, proposed method 4 assumes a single carrier frequency at TX but creates

multiple RX carrier frequencies with the FMx IRS antennas. In addition the distance
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separation among the RX main antenna and FMx IRS antennas are nonzero but smaller

than 10 m so that all antennas can be installed in a single RX.

2.1.2 Details of Proposed Methods

Proposed methods 2, 3, and 4 can be applicable for terrestrial as well as satellite

communications, and military as well as civil communications by adjusting the parameters

properly such as signal power, grid search step size, sampling rate, and resolutions. In this

section, first, the existing method is reviewed briefly to observe the fundamental difference

between the proposed methods and the existing one. Then, proposed method 1 is also

presented for comparison although it fails to yield good results. Then, three proposed

methods, 2 - 4, which are effective, are presented.

This paper considers L = 2 number of RX antennas within a single RX for example.

In other words, one main RX antenna and one FMx IRS antenna are considered. This can

be extended to a general case of multiple FMx IRS antennas without loss of generality. All

RX antennas for proposed methods are in a single RX. The minimum distance among

multiple RX antennas is modeled as ∆d = 1 m ̸= 0 m for proposed methods but

∆d = 10Km ≫ 1 m for the existing method.

Existing Method: ∆d = 10Km ≫ 1 m, fc ·∆f = 0 at TX, fc ·∆f = 0 at RX: The

proposed methods in this thesis are based on the existing method in [2]. Therefore, it will

be briefly reviewed for comparison. The existing localization method applies DPD to the

received signals at multiple RXs. In the existing method there is no frequency separation

among multiple RX carrier frequencies and hence fc ·∆f = 0. In other words, two (or

L ≥ 2) RX antennas receive the same EMI TX signal of a single carrier frequency,

i.e.,fc ·∆f = 0.

Proposed Method 1: ∆d = 0 m, fc ·∆f = 0 at TX, fc ·∆f ̸= 0 at RX: Assume

that the EMI TX transmits one carrier frequency modulated signal. The key idea of

proposed method 1 is to employ an FMx IRS antenna at the same location of a single RX.

Hence the distance between the main RX antenna and the FMx IRS antennas is ∆d = 0
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meter. In addition, the FMx IRS antenna reflects its signal received from the EMI and

redirects multiple reflected signals of different frequencies to the single RX. Then the RX

processes multiple signals of different RX carrier frequencies received from the same EMI

source of a single carrier frequency, i.e., fc ·∆f ̸= 0 at RX but fc ·∆f = 0 at TX. The

single RX employs multiple bandpass filters (BPFs). This scenario is not effective. This is

because all BPF RX processors will experience the same Doppler frequency shift because

∆d = 0 meters, hence the single RX cannot improve the localization of the EMI source by

combining multiple BPF outputs. Proposed method 1 is only stated for comparison

purposes.

Proposed Method 2: ∆d = 0 m, fc ·∆f ̸= 0 at TX, fc ·∆f ̸= 0 at RX: The EMI

TX transmits the same modulated signal via multiple TX carrier frequencies and a single

RX receives the same modulated signal at multiple RX carrier frequencies through multiple

BPFs. Then, BPF RX processors will experience different Doppler frequency shift effects

because the TX carrier frequencies are different. And hence the single RX can improve the

localization of the EMI source by combining multiple BPF outputs and achieve diversity

gain proportional to the number of carrier frequencies.

Typically, a jamming signal is unknown to the RX, and the jammer decides whether

it will employ multiple TX carrier frequencies or a single TX frequency. Hence, an

application of proposed method 2 is for a SAR team to localize a friend in an emergency.

The TX and RX agree to each other before operation that a certain set of carrier

frequencies will be used in an emergency. For this research, no GPS signal is assumed at

TX. In addition, a faded signal is considered. Hence, proposed method 2 can be applicable

under a non-GPS environment.

Proposed Method 3: ∆d
e.g.
= 1 m ̸= 0 m, fc ·∆f = 0 at TX, fc ·∆f = 0 at RX:

Proposed method 3 is the same as the existing method except the separation distance in

the y-axis between two RX antennas within a single RX is small such as ∆d
e.g.
= 1 m ̸= 0 m.

Simulation results show that even ∆d
e.g.
= 0.01 m ̸= 0 m distance is effective but a certain

physically separated nonzero distance is required to place one main RX antenna and one
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FMx IRS antenna nearby. Therefore, ∆de.g.= 1 m ̸= 0 m is selected.

Both RX antennas in proposed method 3 move with the same velocity and

direction. This is desirable because both RX antennas are within a single RX whereas the

velocity direction of the two RXs in the existing method are different because two separate

RXs were considered. The EMI TX and both RX antennas use the same carrier

frequencyfc, i.e., fc ·∆f = 0 at both TX and RX. An application of proposed method 3 is

for a localization of an EMI source.

Proposed Method 4: ∆d
e.g.
= 1 m ̸= 0 m, fc ·∆f = 0 at TX, fc ·∆f ̸= 0 at RX: At

TX, a modulated signal of only a single carrier frequency is transmitted by the EMI TX,

and multiple (L− 1) carrier frequency signals are created by the (L− 1) FMx IRS

antennas at a single RX (here L = 2), and are processed with the signal received directly

from the TX to RX. The separation distance among RX and FMx IRS antennas are

nonzero, ∆de.g.= 1 m ̸= 0 m. Therefore, the RX antenna and (L− 1) FMx IRS antennas can

be located within a single RX but not collocated. The velocity of the RX antenna is equal

to those of (L− 1) FMx IRS antennas. An application of proposed method 4 is also for a

localization of an EMI source. Figure 1 shows a scenario of proposed method 4 and Figure

2 shows a corresponding implementation block diagram.

Figure 1: Proposed method 4 scenario: ∆d
e.g.
= 1 m ̸= 0 m, fc ·∆f = 0 at TX, fc ·∆f ̸= 0 at RX with RX’s

trajectories (solid lines), interception points (triangles), and emitter position (dot circle).
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Figure 2: Proposed method 4 implementation:∆d
e.g.
= 1 m ̸= 0 m, fc ·∆f = 0 at TX, fc ·∆f ̸= 0 at RX.

2.2 Direct Position Determination

For the proposed methods, it is assumed that the EMI emitter is in a grid search

area of a finite number of points before localization search and the EMI emitter position

can be either on the earth’s surface or in space such as a RX orbit. The same notations

were used as those used in the existing DPD method [2]. The EMI emitter signal is known

or unknown. All RXs are in a single RX. The lth received signal at the kth interception

interval is written as

rlk (t) = blksk (t) e
j2πf̄lkt + wlk (t) , l = 1, ..., L(#RXs), k = 1, ..., K(#Intercepts) (1)

where vlk, p0, and plk are, respectively, the relative velocity vector between the EMI emitter

and the desired RX, the stationary (or mobile) EMI TX position vector, the desired RX

position vector at interception interval k and RX l within a single RX, and

µlk (p0) =
1

c

vTlk [p0 − plk]

∥p0 − plk∥
, (2)

flk ≜ [fc + νk] [1 + µlk (p0)] , (3)
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f̄lk ≃ νk + fcµlk (p0) , (4)

emitter frequency instability is modeled as a uniform random variable as

νk = Unif [−100, 100]Hz, (5)

and N samples/interception interval T (seconds) is used as

Ts = T/(N − 1) , 0 ≤ t ≤ T. (6)

For RX signal processing, the analog TX signal is sampled and used in a vector

form as

RX signal vector: rlk = blkAlkCksk + wlk, (7)

TX signal vector: sk, (8)

Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector: wlk˜N
(
0, σ2

n

)
, (9)

Doppler shift matrix: Alk ≜ diag
{
1, ej2πfcµlkTs , . . . , ej2πfcµlk(N−1)Ts

}
, (10)

and

Emitter frequency instability matrix: Ck ≜ diag
{
1, ej2πνkTs , . . . , ej2πfcνk(N−1)Ts

}
. (11)

The proposed algorithms minimize the exponent in the likelihood function called

the minimum distance cost function between the received signal vector including the noise

and the received vector excluding the noise. Equivalently, the proposed algorithms
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maximize the correlation cost function between the received vector including the noise and

the received vector excluding the noise:

Minimum Distance Cost: Lmin distance =
1

σ2
n

K∑
k=1

L∑
l=1

∥rlk − blkAlkCksk∥2 (12)

Maximum Correlation Cost: Lmax correlation =
K∑
k=1

L∑
l=1

∣∣∣(AlkCksk)
Hrlk

∣∣∣2. (13)

The proposed DPD algorithm will employ different cost functions for the unknown

signal case and known signal case:

A. Unknown signal case:

Lus (p) =
K∑
k=1

λmax {Qk} (14)

Vk ≜
[
AH

1kr1k, . . . , A
H
LkrLk

]
(15)

Qk ≜ V H
k Vk (16)

p̂0 = arg max
p

{Lus (p)} . (17)

B. Known signal case:

Lks (p) =
K∑
k=1

L∑
l=1

∣∣∣(AlkCksk)
Hrlk

∣∣∣2 or
=

K∑
k=1

L∑
l=1

∣∣rHlkAlkSkck
∣∣2 (18)

p̂0 = arg max
p

{Lks (p)} (19)
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where

ck ≜
[
1, ej2πνkTs , . . . , ej2πνk(N−1)Ts

]T
=

[
1, zk, . . . , (zk)

(N−1)
]T

(20)

zk ≜ ej2πνkTs (21)

Ck = diag [ck] (22)

Sk = diag [sk] . (23)

The Sk and ck are transmitted together by the EMI. If Skck in equation 17 is

treated as known, then this means that the EMI TX frequency instability νk is also

perfectly known as well as the transmitted QPSK sequence vector sk. The numerical

results in this paper were obtained using equation 18.

However, the signal known case means that only the QPSK modulated symbol

sequence vector sk in the received signal vector rk is known even if ck is unintentionally

transmitted together by the EMI. The frequency instability νk in the EMI TX signal is

unknown at the RX in general. The νk should be unknown even for the signal known case.

Therefore, Lks (p) in 18 should be maximized with respect to both possible grid point

vector as well as frequency instability parameter νk as follows:

Lks (p) =
K∑
k=1

L∑
l=1

∣∣rHlkAlkSkck
∣∣2 = K∑

k=1

∥∥V H
k Skck

∥∥2
=

K∑
k=1

∥Bkck∥2 =
K∑
k=1

(Bkck)
H (Bkck) (24)

=
K∑
k=1

cHk B
H
k Bkck =

K∑
k=1

cHk Gkck =
K∑
k=1

N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

(
zHk

)i
Gk [i, j](zk)

j =
K∑
k=1

N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

Gk [i, j](zk)
j−i

(25)
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=
K∑
k=1

N−1∑
m=−(N−1)

αm(zk)
m =

K∑
k=1

Re

{
N−1∑
m=0

β∗
m(zk)

−m

}
=

K∑
k=1

Re {FFT {β∗
m}} (26)

where

Bk ≜ V H
k Sk (27)

Gk ≜ BH
k Bk (28)

αm ≜ sum of elements on the m-th diagonal of matrix Gk. (29)

Hence, the cost function can be rewritten to maximize with respect to νk as

Lks (p) =
K∑
k=1

max
νk

[Re {FFT {β∗
m}}] (30)

βm ≜

 α0 if m = 0

2αm if m = 1, . . . , N − 1
(31)

Therefore, the estimated EMI’s position is given by

p̂0 = arg max
p

{Lks (p)} . (32)

2.3 3D Grid Search

Figure 3 shows a scenario of 3D grid search for the proposed methods. A low earth

orbit (LEO) satellite along the x-axis or y-axis is assumed without loss of generality. A

stationary EMI TX source is located anywhere on the earth’s surface, e.g.,
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p0 = [x0, y0, z0] = [6.5, 4, 7361][Km]. The z0 in Figure 3 is 0 [Km] instead of the Earth

radius of 7,361 [Km]. This location does not represent the Earth surface constraint in the

cUKF method [3]. The altitude, z0, can be anywhere. And the carrier frequency of the

EMI TX source is fc = 0.4 GHz representing a UHF frequency.

The main antenna of a single RX moves along the x-axis from 1 Km to 10 Km with

pl=1,k = [x1, y1 = 4, z1 = 7, 361 + 200] [Km] and velocity v1=6.944 Km/s, and the path of

FMx IRS antenna is pl=2,k = [x1, y2 = 4− 0.001, z2 = 7, 361 + 200] [Km] with the same

velocity v2=6.944 Km/s. It moves with the same x-axis direction x1 = [1, 10] [Km] and an

LEO speed of v=6.944 Km/s. Note that two antennas in the same RX are separated

physically by 1 m in the y-axis. The EMI signal interceptions are taken every 1 [Km] as

shown in Fig. 3. When the RX moves along the x-axis, the y component can be any point

between [0,10] [Km]. This will be discussed below and later on the cost function in Fig. 5.

Figure 3: 3D grid search scenario representing a single RX along an LEO orbit and an UHF EMI TX with
RX’s trajectories (solid lines), interception points (triangles), and emitter position (dot circle).

Since the altitude (200 Km) is much higher than one side of the search area (10 Km

by 10 Km), the cost functions in equations 14 and 18 for the signal unknown and known

cases, respectively, will not be sensitive to the y-axis but only to the x-axis when the RX

moves along a parallel line to the x-axis, and vice versa. This thesis is interested in the

signal unknown case more than the signal known case because the EMI TX signal is

unknown in general. So, only the signal unknown case will be used for explanation below.
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Figures 4 and 5 show examples of cost functions in equation 14, respectively, for the

2D (Fig. 1) and 3D (Fig. 3) search when the signal is unknown, and the SNR is 20 dB.

Observe that the 2D search shows a unimodal peak near the true position,

p0 = [x0, y0] = [6.5, 4][Km], of the EMI TX source whereas the 3D search shows only the

peak value near the true value of y0 = 4 [Km]. Therefore, to complete the 3D search for

p̂0 = [x̂0, ŷ0], the RX must take samples moving along any parallel line to the x-axis after

moving along any parallel line to the y-axis.

If the RX moves along a line of slope tan θ and y-axis crossing point zero, then the

k-th interception point at RX antenna 1 and 2 can be written as (xk1, yk1) = (k cos θ, k sin θ)

and (xk2, yk2) =
((
k + ∆d

sin θ

)
cos θ,

(
k + ∆d

sin θ

)
sin θ

)
, respectively, where ∆d

e.g.
= 1 [m] is the

distance between antenna 1 and 2 trajectory paths, and k = [1, . . . , 10] [Km]. Let

(xom, yom) denote the output of proposed method 4. Then p̂0 = [x̂0, ŷ0] =
[
xom

cos θ
, yom
sin θ

]
when

θ ∈
(
0, π

2

)
. When θ = 0 and π

2
for special cases, x̂0 = xom and ŷ0 = yom, respectively.

Figure 4: 2D cost function when the signal is unknown, and the SNR is 20 dB.
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Figure 5: 3D cost function when the signal is unknown, the SNR is 20 dB, and the RX moves along a line
parallel to the y-axis, i.e., θ = π

2 .

2.4 Random Search

The resolution and speed of a grid search are inversely proportional to each other

and proportional to the grid step size, respectively. To reduce the search time caused by

the grid search and to increase resolution, a random search is proposed for the localization

of the EMI TX source. Once the received signal samples are taken at each interception

interval, then a random search instead of a grid search can be performed at each

interception interval because cost functions in equation 14 are available. In the random

search, the cost function value using equation 14 will be computed for a randomly chosen

candidate point in a search area, and then compared to the stored cost value and the

corresponding search point. If the new cost function obtained at the new random search

point is higher than the stored cost value, then both the cost function value and the search

point are updated using the new search point and cost function. Otherwise, the stored cost

function value and search point will be kept.

The number of multiplications or complexity in a grid search will be proportional to

the total number of grid points which is the square of the number of grid points per axis

for 2D search. Whereas the number of multiplications in the proposed random search is

proportional to the number of randomly generated points, which can be significantly
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smaller than the total number of grid points. Hence, the search time with random search

can be controlled to be significantly smaller than the grid search if it meets a desirable

resolution criteria. In addition, the resolution can be improved by the random search

because the step size in a grid search determines the resolution; however, there is no step

size in the random search. A search point can be a number represented by a high number

of bits.

2.5 Chirp RX Signal Search

For no RX chirp case, Le.g.
= 2 number of RX frequencies were created using Le.g.

= 2

number of antennas (i.e., a main RX antenna and an FMx IRS antenna). Now, it is

desirable to create a different RX frequency at each sample time nTs, n = 0, ..., N − 1 for

chirp case. There are N samples taken per interception interval in equations 2, 7, and 10.

Therefore, it is desirable to employ N − 1 number of FMx IRS antennas and a main

antenna at the RX side for each l, l = 1, ..., L
e.g.
= 2. Here, l represents the RX group index

for the chirp case and the frequency index for no chirp case. Each group consists of N

number of different frequencies. Hence, there will be 2 (N − 1) number of FMx IRS

antennas. If a millimeter wave is used for the EMI TX carrier frequency, then the

wavelength is a few millimeters and hence 2 (N − 1) = 254 FMx IRS antennas can be

placed sufficiently at the RX in an area of less than 10× 10 [cm× cm], assuming a

wavelength between the adjacent antenna elements.

The sampled signals are copies of each other with only different RX Doppler

frequencies even if the EMI TX uses a single carrier frequency fc. In other words, the

Doppler shift matrix in equation 10 can be written as

Alk ≜ diag
{
1, ej2πfcµlkTs , . . . , ej2πfc[1+(n−1)∆f ]µlk(n)Ts , . . . , ej2πfc[1+(N−2)∆f ]µlk(N−1)Ts

}
, with

l = 1, . . . , L, n = 0, . . . , N − 1, k = 1, . . . , K. Therefore, different Doppler frequency effects

can be obtained at each sampling time and can be applicable for proposed methods 2 and 4.
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2.6 Cramér-Rao Lower Bound

Past publications have provided an algorithm to generate CRLBs for the existing

method. For this research, the algorithm in [2] needed to be modified to accommodate the

parameters for the proposed methods and searching methods. Therefore, this section

provides a general CRLB algorithm that can be adapted for 2D or 3D search.

While p0 is the vector of interest, the nuisance parameters include the transmitted

frequencies given by

ν ≜ [ν1, ..., νK ]
T , (33)

path attenuation sorted into column vectors as follows:

b ≜
[
bT
1 , ...,b

T
K

]T
,bk ≜ [b1,k, ..., bL,k]

T , (34)

and observed signal envelopes given by

s ≜
[
sT1 , ..., s

T
K

]T
. (35)

All vectors are sorted into a parameter vector

ψ ≜
[
pT
0 , ν

T , b̄T , b̃T , s̄T , s̃T
]T
. (36)

The real parts of the signal envelopes and path attenuation are accented by a dash (-), and

the imaginary parts are accented by a tilde (∼)

⌣

s ≜
[
s̄T , s̃T

]T (37)

⌣

b ≜
[
b̄T , b̃T

]T
. (38)

The CRLB is defined by
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E

{(
ψ̂ − ψ

)(
ψ̂ − ψ

)T
}

≥ J−1 (ψ) . (39)

J (ψ) is the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) which is defined by

J (ψ) ≜



Jp0p0 Jp0ν J
p0

⌣
b

J
p0

⌣
s

JT
p0ν

Jνν J
ν
⌣
b

J
ν
⌣
s

JT

p0

⌣
b

JT

ν
⌣
b

J⌣
b

⌣
b

J⌣
b

⌣
s

JT

p0
⌣
s

JT

ν
⌣
s

JT
⌣
b

⌣
s

J⌣
s
⌣
s


. (40)

The CRLB of the emitter position can be obtained from the upper left block.

The following equation is used to derive the FIM blocks:

[J (ψ)]n,m ≜
2

σ2
n

K∑
k=1

L∑
l=1

ℜ

{
∂(bl,kAl,kCksk)

H

∂ψn

∂ (bl,kAl,kCksk)

∂ψm

}
. (41)

Define

S ≜ Diag {IL ⊗ s1, ..., IL ⊗ sK} (42)

A ≜ Diag {A1,1, ...,AL,1, ...,AL,K} (43)

Ȧ ≜

[
∂A

∂x
,
∂A

∂y
,
∂A

∂z

]
(44)

C ≜ Diag {IL ⊗C1, ..., IL ⊗CK} (45)

Ċ ≜ Diag

{
IL ⊗ ∂C1

∂ν1
, ..., IL ⊗ ∂CK

∂νK

}
(46)

B ≜ Diag {b1, ...,bK} (47)
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to obtain the following set of equations for the FIM blocks:

Jp0p0 =
2

σ2
n

ℜ
{
(ID ⊗ Sb)HȦHȦ (ID ⊗ Sb)

}
(48)

Jp0ν =
2

σ2
n

ℜ
{
(ID ⊗CSb)HȦHAĊSB

}
(49)

J
p0

⌣
b
=

2

σ2
n

[
ℜ
{
(ID ⊗ Sb)HȦHAS

}
−ℑ

{
(ID ⊗ Sb)HȦHAS

}]
(50)

J
p0

⌣
s
=

2

σ2
n

[
ℜ
{
(ID ⊗ Sb)HȦHA (B⊗ IN)

}
−ℑ

{
(ID ⊗ Sb)HȦHA (B⊗ IN)

}]
(51)

Jνν =
2

σ2
n

ℜ
{
BHSHĊHĊSB

}
(52)

J
ν
⌣
b
=

2

σ2
n

[
ℜ
{
BHSHĊHCS

}
−ℑ

{
BHSHĊHCS

}]
(53)

J
ν
⌣
s
=

2

σ2
n

[
ℜ
{
BHSHĊHC (B⊗ IN)

}
−ℑ

{
BHSHĊHC (B⊗ IN)

}]
(54)

J⌣
b

⌣
b
=

2

σ2
n

I (55)

J⌣
b

⌣
s
=

2

σ2
n

ℜ{
SH (B⊗ IN)

}
−ℑ

{
SH (B⊗ IN)

}
ℑ
{
SH (B⊗ IN)

}
ℜ
{
SH (B⊗ IN)

}
 (56)

J⌣
s
⌣
s
=

2

σ2
n

BHB 0

0 BHB

⊗ IN . (57)
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Equation 44 assumes a 3D area search for the emitter position. By extension, ID in

equation 48 is a 3× 3 identity matrix, which matches the Kronecker product matrices with

ȦH . If a 2D area search is used, then ∂A
∂z

is removed from equation 48 and ID is a 2× 2

identity matrix. For one-dimensional area search, ∂A
∂y

is also removed and ID is a scalar.

If the signal is known, all blocks associated with the signal should be removed from

the FIM. If the signal is unknown, only the first signal element (along with its

corresponding row and column) of each interception should be removed.
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CHAPTER III

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The search range to find the optimum EMI position vector is predetermined as

10× 10 [Km×Km] to compare the results with the existing method. This can be

extended for a larger area without loss of generality. The quality of the localization

estimation for the known signal case using equation 14 is expected to be better than that

using 18 for the unknown signal case. This is because the unknown case employs the

maximum eigenvalue criteria instead of the actual received signal vector. Hence, the useful

information in the processing can be lost.

For this thesis, the known signal case means that the RX has all information of the

EMI TX signal, including its carrier frequency, transmitted symbols, and unstable

frequency νk. In practice, these parameters must be estimated except for SAR application

and won’t be perfect under AWGN and fading environments. Hence, this paper focuses

more on the results for the unknown case than the known case.

The numerical results are presented only for proposed DPD method 4, the existing

DPD method, and CRLBs because the results of other proposed methods 2 and 3 are

similar to those of proposed method 4.

First, the same 2D grid search and system parameters for the existing method are

considered for comparisons. In other words, a stationary EMI emitter on the surface of the

earth will be assumed. And a single RX of a main antenna and one additional FMx IRS

antenna will be used to create two different Doppler frequencies whereas two RXs

physically separated by 10 [Km] were used in the existing method. Simulation parameters

are listed in Table 3.

Second, 3D search using the scenario in Fig. 3, random search, and chirp signal will

be applied for the proposed methods. The existing method only used grid search.

Finally, the root mean square error (RMSE) is defined by
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Table 3: Simulation Parameters

EMI TX carrier frequency fc = 0.1 GHz for 2D [2],
fc = 0.4 GHz for 3D [UHF frequency]

Altitude 0 Km from the Earth Surface for 2D,
200 Km from the Earth Surface for 3D

RX velocity v=300 m/s for 2D
v=6.944 Km/s for 3D [LEO speed]

EMI TX modulation Quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK)
EMI TX QPSK symbol rate 104 samples/s
EMI TX instable frequency at interception k νk ∈ Uniform [−100, 100] [Hz]
EMI TX stationary location p0 ∈ Uniform [10× 10× 0] [Km × Km ×

Km]
Fading path attenuation at interception k and
RX antenna l

bl,k ∈ CN (1, 0.1), Complex Gaussian

Channel phase ϕl,k ∈ Unif [−π, π]

AWGN at interception k and RX antenna l wl,k ∈ CN
(
0, 2σ2

n

)
σ2
n = AWGN power per dimension

Number of RXs L = 2 for Existing Method [2]
Single RX with L = 2 antennas for proposed
methods with no chirp

Sampling rate at RX 104

Number of samples per interception at RX N = 100
Number of interceptions per trial at RX K = 10 or K = 91
Number of trials at RX Nexp = 10

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

Nexp

Nexp∑
i=1

∥p̂0 (i)− p0∥2 (58)

and used for performance comparisons among the existing method, proposed methods, and

CRLBs. The CRLB depends on the system model, e.g., the number of interception

intervals, number of samples per interception, carrier frequency, and velocity of the RX.

Figure 6 shows the 2D RMSE versus the SNR for the existing method of two

RXs(⋄), proposed method 4(⃝) of a single RX, and CRLB (−) when both the EMI TX

signal sk (t) and its frequency instability νk are known as in equation 18. The 2D grid

search of K=10 interceptions, fc = 0.1 GHz, and v=300 m/s, were used. Observe that

when SNR is as high as 40 dB, the resolution of proposed method 4 is in meter level and

shows much better resolution than the cUKF of ten to hundred-meter resolution in [3]. In

addition, the cUKF method in [3] uses an iterative algorithm and takes a convergence time

of 5 seconds whereas proposed method 4 does not use any iterative algorithm but multiple,
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e.g., K=10, intercepted observations and hence takes only NK/fs = 100× 10× 10−4 = 0.1

seconds. Processing time is negligible compared to the observation interval.

Furthermore, the RMSE of proposed method 4 converges to the CRLB by

increasing the number of inception intervals and by decreasing the grid size. Both the

existing and proposed method 4 show similar RMSE performance at a given SNR. At a

high SNR 40 dB, both methods show no improvement on RMSE. This is due to using a

grid size of 0.3 [Km]. If the grid size is reduced to 0.001 [Km], then the search time

increases exponentially, and it takes several days to get RMSE data for just one SNR value.

Therefore, random search ought to be used to shorten the search time and to improve the

RMSE resolution significantly.

Figure 6: RMSE vs SNR for proposed method 4 with a single RX, existing method with L = 2 RXs, and
CRLB when the EMI TX signal is known and 2D grid search is used.

Figure 7 shows the corresponding 2D RMSE versus the SNR for the existing

method (⋄) of two RXs, proposed DPD method 4(⃝) of a single RX, and CRLB (−) when

the EMI TX signal sk (t) is unknown, i.e., equation 14 is used. Again, the same 2D grid

search of K=10 interceptions, fc = 0.1 GHz, and v=300 m/s were used. Observe by
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comparing Figs. 6 and 7 that the signal unknown case requires 15 dB more SNR than the

signal known case at the same RMSE = 100 m.

Figure 7: RMSE vs SNR for proposed method 4 with a single RX, existing method with L = 2 RXs, and
CRLB when the EMI TX signal is unknown and 2D grid search is used.

Figures 8 and 9 show the corresponding RMSE results for the signal known and

unknown cases respectively when the random search instead of the grid search is used.

Again, the same 2D K=10 interceptions, fc = 0.1 GHz, and v=300 m/s were used. Observe

that the random search results in Figs. 8 and 9 show similar resolution performance to

those in Figs. 6 and 7 obtained with the grid search. The search time can be reduced at

least by a hundred times.
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Figure 8: RMSE vs SNR for proposed method 4 with a single RX, existing method in [2] with L = 2 RXs,
and CRLB when the EMI TX signal is known and 2D random search is used.

Figure 9: RMSE vs SNR for proposed method 4 with a single RX, existing method with L = 2 RXs, and
CRLB when the EMI TX signal is unknown and 2D random search is used.
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Figure 10 shows RMSE vs SNR for proposed method 4 of a single RX and CRLB

for the known and unknown EMI TX signal case when 3D random search, an LEO orbit

altitude of 200 Km and speed of 6.944 Km/s in Fig. 3, a UHF frequency of fc = 0.4GHz,

no chirp at RX, and K=10 interceptions, are used. First, observe that the CRLB of the

RMSE is significantly reduced from 2.5 Km to 400 m even when SNR = -20 dB, and the

RMSE resolution can be 0.4 m when SNR = 40 dB. This is mainly because the speed

(6.944 Km/s) of the LEO is much higher than the 300 m/s of the 2D search used. Hence, a

much higher Doppler frequency can be created. Furthermore, the CRLB was derived from

the 3D case, i.e., the altitude z = [200 +REarth][Km] was used for the CRLB computation.

And the velocity was changed from [vx = 0.3Km/s , vy = 0, vz = 0] to

[vx = 6.944Km/s , vy = 0, vz = 0] (or [vx = 0, vy = 0.3Km/s , vz = 0] to

[vx = 0, vy = 6.944Km/s , vz = 0]) and the carrier frequency was changed from

fc = 0.1GHz to fc = 0.4GHz for CRLB computation.

Second, observe that even if the signal is unknown and no chirp is used at the RX,

the RMSE resolution can be in meter level (3 m) for proposed method 4 with the random

search and K=10 interceptions. If the signal is known at RX, then resolution can be

improved (e.g., 1 m at SNR = 40 dB). Or SNR can be saved by 10 dB at the same RMSE

if the signal is known.
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Figure 10: RMSE vs SNR for proposed method 4 of a single RX and CRLB for the known and unknown
EMI TX signal case when random search, an LEO orbit altitude = 200 Km and speed = 6.944 Km/s, an
UHF frequency fc = 0.4GHz, random search, no chirp at RX, and K=10 interceptions are used.

Figure 11 shows RMSE vs SNR for proposed method 4 of a single RX and CRLB

for the EMI TX unknown signal case when an LEO orbit altitude = 200 Km and speed =

6.944 Km/s, a UHF frequency fc = 0.4GHz, random search, either chirp or no chirp at

RX, and K=10 interceptions, are used. Observe that the chirp at RX can enhance the

RMSE resolution from 3 m to 1 m at SNR = 40 dB, compared to the no chirp. Or, the

chirp can decrease the required SNR significantly by 10 to 15 dB, compared to the no chirp

at the same RMSE.
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Figure 11: RMSE vs SNR for proposed method 4 with a single RX and CRLB for the EMI TX unknown
signal case when an LEO orbit altitude = 200 Km and speed = 6.944 Km/s, an UHF frequency fc = 0.4GHz,
random search, either chirp or no chirp at RX, and K=10 interceptions, are used.

The position and velocity of a circular LEO RX are deterministic rather than

random [6]. However, a random measurement error can happen in practice. Therefore,

each component of the 3D position vector and the 3D velocity vector of an LEO RX are

modelled as a Gaussian random variable with mean equal to the true mean and standard

deviation equal to σp [m], respectively, as px ∼ N
(
RX true positionx, σp = 10−3m

)
,

py ∼ N
(
RX true positiony, σp = 10−3m

)
, pz ∼ N

(
RX true positionz, σp = 10−3m

)
,

vx ∼ N
(
RX true velocityx, σv = 10−4 [m/s ]

)
, vy ∼ N

(
true velocityy, σv = 10−4 [m/s ]

)
,

and vz ∼ N
(
true velocityz, σv = 10−4 [m/s ]

)
. Figures 12 and 13 show the RMSE results

for no chirp and chirp case, respectively, using the same scenario as in Figs. 10 and 11, i.e.,

unknown signal, random search, LEO altitude, LEO speed, UHF carrier frequency, and

K=10 interceptions. Observe that the RMSE degradation due to the random position and

random velocity is minimal.
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Figure 12: Random RX position and random RX velocity for no chirp case using the same scenario from
Figs. 10 and 11: Unknown signal, random search, LEO altitude, LEO speed, UHF carrier frequency, and
K=10 interceptions.
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Figure 13: Random RX position and random RX velocity for chirp case using the same scenario from Figs.
10 and 11: Unknown signal, random search, LEO altitude, LEO speed, UHF carrier frequency, and K=10
interceptions.

Figure 14 shows the RMSE vs SNR for proposed method 4 of a single RX and

CRLB for the EMI TX signal unknown case when an LEO orbit altitude = 200 Km and

speed = 6.944 Km/s, a UHF frequency fc = 0.4GHz, either random or grid search, and

K=91 interceptions, are used. Observe that the random search can save more than 20 dB

in SNR than the grid search at the same RMSE (e.g., 10 m).
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Figure 14: RMSE vs SNR for proposed method 4 with a single RX and CRLB for the EMI TX signal unknown
case when an LEO orbit altitude = 200 Km and speed = 6.944 Km/s, a UHF frequency fc = 0.4GHz, no
chirp, either random or grid search, and K=91 interceptions, are used.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

This thesis considered three proposed methods which employ only a single receiver

to estimate the location of an EMI TX source in meter level. Proposed method 4, which

uses multiple FMx IRS antennas in proximity to the main RX antenna, shows an RMSE

performance close to that of the existing method when the TX signal is both known and

unknown. In addition, using a random search instead of a grid search can shorten the

searching time significantly and improve the RMSE resolution. Furthermore, this thesis

proposes creating a chirp signal at the RX side using the FMx IRS antennas and

demonstrates that the chirp at the RX can save 10 to 15 dB in SNR at the same RMSE,

compared to no chirp.

For future work, the simulations ought to be conducted using at least 100 Monte

Carlo trials. Doing so will provide a more accurate representation of the performance of

the existing and proposed methods. Figures 6 and 7 show the RMSE stalling between 10

and 20 meters for high SNR. This indicates that the amount of grid points used in the area

search is insufficient for high SNR. Decreasing the grid step size should improve the

simulation performance, but it will take significantly longer to produce results since every

grid point has to be computed for grid search. Figures 8 and 9 also show the same stalling

for random search at high SNR. Currently, the random search simulator chooses a grid

point at random using uniform distribution for each trial. However, giving priority to the

area around the estimated position of each previous trial would likely improve performance.

The DPD algorithm used in both the existing and proposed methods assumes that

the true position of the emitter is stationary. An obvious next step would be to consider a

moving emitter position. This is a challenging consideration given the nature of DPD.

Figure 4 illustrates how the position of the emitter is determined from the peak of the cost

function formation. That cost function values are based on data collected from the RXs full
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trajectory. Therefore, data collected from a moving emitter would not produce a clear peak.

Thus, a new or different approach would likely need to be considered for a moving emitter.
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APPENDIX A

MATLAB Code for Generating the CRLB

%% Step 1 - Define Initial Variables

clc;

clear;

close all;

% All measures of distance are in kilometers. Specify the desired SNR range

% in decibels by assigning it to ’SNR_dB.’ The goal is to obtain the

% emitter position’s CRLB in kilometers. This is a two receiver, unknown

% signal case.

L = 2; % Number of receivers

K = 10; % Number of interception intervals

N = 100; % Number of samples

c = 3.0*10^5; % Propagation speed

fc = 0.1*10^9; % Carrier frequency

% fc = 0.4*10^9; % UHF

delta_f = 0.3;

fr = delta_f*fc;

fc2 = fc - fr;

v1k = [0.3 0]’; % Velocity of receivers

v2k = [0.3 0]’;

% v1k = [6.944 0]’; % LEO velocity

% v2k = [6.944 0]’;

Ts = 10^(-4); % Sample period

p0 = [6.5 4]’; % Emitter position

p1 = [1:K; zeros(1,K)]; % Receiver 1 position

p2=[ 1:K; 0.001*ones(1, K)]; % Receiver 2 position

SNR_dB = -20:10:40; % SNR

SNR = 10.^(SNR_dB./10);

sigma_squared = 2./SNR./N; % Noise variance

sigma = sqrt(sigma_squared);
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N_exp = 100; % Number of trials

RMSE_CRLB = zeros(N_exp,length(SNR_dB));

%Identity Matrices

IL = eye(L);

I2 = eye(2);

IN = eye(N);

%% Step 2 - Compute Diagonal Matrices

% A Matrix

% We first put all values for Alk into a vector, which becomes the diagonal

% of Matrix A.

A_vector = zeros(1,K*L*N);

% A_partx_vector and A_party_vector will contain the derivative of

% everything inside the exponent. The vectors will need to be multiplied

% with A_vector to get the actual values of A_dot.

A_partx_vector = zeros(1,K*L*N);

A_party_vector = zeros(1,K*L*N);

for k = 1:K

Ak_vector = zeros(1,L*N);

Ak_partx_vector = zeros(1,L*N);

Ak_party_vector = zeros(1,L*N);

for l = 1:L

Al_vector = zeros(1,N);

Al_partx_vector = zeros(1,N);

Al_party_vector = zeros(1,N);

for n = 1:N

if l == 1

mu_lk = (1/c)*v1k’*((p0-p1(:,k))/norm(p0-p1(:,k)));

f_l = fc;

x0 = p0(1,1); %To calculate partial of mu, we need to seperate the x and y components of position and velocity

y0 = p0(2,1);

x1k = p1(1,k);

y1k = p1(2,k);

v1kx = v1k(1,1);

v1ky = v1k(2,1);

mu_dotx_lk = (1/c)*((v1kx/norm(p0-p1(:,k)))-(v1k’*(p0-p1(:,k))*(x0-x1k)/(norm(p0-p1(:,k))^3)));

mu_doty_lk = (1/c)*((v1ky/norm(p0-p1(:,k)))-(v1k’*(p0-p1(:,k))*(y0-y1k)/(norm(p0-p1(:,k))^3)));

else

mu_lk = (1/c)*v2k’*((p0-p2(:,k))/norm(p0-p2(:,k)));

f_l = fc2;

x0 = p0(1,1);

y0 = p0(2,1);

x2k = p2(1,k);

y2k = p2(2,k);

v2kx = v2k(1,1);

v2ky = v2k(2,1);

mu_dotx_lk = (1/c)*((v2kx/norm(p0-p2(:,k)))-(v2k’*(p0-p2(:,k))*(x0-x2k)/(norm(p0-p2(:,k))^3)));
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mu_doty_lk = (1/c)*((v2ky/norm(p0-p2(:,k)))-(v2k’*(p0-p2(:,k))*(y0-y2k)/(norm(p0-p2(:,k))^3)));

end

Al_vector(n) = exp(1i*2*pi*f_l*mu_lk*(n-1)*Ts);

Al_partx_vector(n) = 1i*2*pi*f_l*mu_dotx_lk*(n-1)*Ts; %Derivative of everything inside the exponent

Al_party_vector(n) = 1i*2*pi*f_l*mu_doty_lk*(n-1)*Ts;

end

Ak_vector(1,(((l-1)*N)+1):(l*N)) = Al_vector;

Ak_partx_vector(1,(((l-1)*N)+1):(l*N)) = Al_partx_vector;

Ak_party_vector(1,(((l-1)*N)+1):(l*N)) = Al_party_vector;

end

A_vector(1,(((k-1)*L*N)+1):(k*L*N)) = Ak_vector;

A_partx_vector(1,(((k-1)*L*N)+1):(k*L*N)) = Ak_partx_vector;

A_party_vector(1,(((k-1)*L*N)+1):(k*L*N)) = Ak_party_vector;

end

A_dotx_vector = A_partx_vector.*A_vector; % e^u * du

A_doty_vector = A_party_vector.*A_vector;

for i_trials = 1:N_exp

% nu Vector - picked randomly between -100Hz and 100 Hz.

nu = unifrnd(-100,100,K,1);

% C Matrix

C_matrix = zeros(K*L*N,K*L*N);

C_dot_matrix = zeros(K*L*N,K*L*N);

C_vector = zeros(1,K*N);

for k = 1:K

Ck_vector = zeros(1,N);

Ck_partv_vector = zeros(1,N);

for n = 1:N

Ck_vector(n) = exp(1i*2*pi*nu(k,1)*(n-1)*Ts);

Ck_partv_vector(n) = Ck_vector(n)*1i*2*pi*(n-1)*Ts; %Partial derivative of Ck

end

C_vector(1,(((k-1)*N)+1):(k*N)) = Ck_vector;

C_matrix((((k-1)*L*N)+1):(k*L*N),(((k-1)*L*N)+1):(k*L*N)) = kron(IL,diag(Ck_vector));

C_dot_matrix((((k-1)*L*N)+1):(k*L*N),(((k-1)*L*N)+1):(k*L*N)) = kron(IL,diag(Ck_partv_vector));

end

% b matrix

% A normal random variable with mean = 1, sigma = 0.1, and random phase

% between pi and -pi

B_matrix = zeros(K*L,K);

b_vector = zeros(1,K*L);

for k = 1:K

bk = zeros(L,1);

for l = 1:L

bk(l) = normrnd(1,0.1)*exp(1i*unifrnd(-pi,pi));

end

b_vector(1,(((k-1)*L)+1):(k*L)) = bk’;
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B_matrix((((k-1)*L)+1):(k*L),k) = bk’;

end

b = b_vector’;

% S Matrix

% Generates a QPSK signal for N samples of k.

S_matrix = zeros(K*L*N,K*L);

s_vector = zeros(1,K*N);

for k = 1:K

temp = 2*randi([0,1],N,1)-1 + 1i*(2*randi([0,1],N,1)-1);

temp = temp*conj(temp(1));

sk = temp/norm(temp);

s_vector(1,(((k-1)*N)+1):(k*N)) = sk’;

S_matrix((((k-1)*L*N)+1):(k*L*N),(((k-1)*L)+1):(k*L)) = kron(IL,sk);

end

s = s_vector’;

% Seperate real and imaginary parts from s and b.

s_re = real(s);

s_im = imag(s);

b_re = real(b);

b_im = imag(b);

s_combine = [s_re.’ s_im.’].’;

b_combine = [b_re.’ b_im.’].’;

psi = [p0.’ nu.’ b_re.’ b_im.’ s_re.’ s_im.’].’;

S = S_matrix;

A = diag(A_vector);

A_dot = [diag(A_dotx_vector) diag(A_doty_vector)];

C = C_matrix;

C_dot = C_dot_matrix;

B = B_matrix;

%% Step 3 - Compute FIM Blocks

% Unknown signal sample index to remove the first element of the signal

% portion of J_psi.

USI = zeros(1,(N-1)*K);

for k = 1:K

USI(1+(k-1)*(N-1):k*(N-1)) = (k-1)*N+2:k*N;

end

for n_SNR = 1:length(SNR_dB)

J_p0p0 = (2/sigma_squared(1,n_SNR)).*(real(((kron(I2,S*b))’)*(A_dot’*A_dot)*(kron(I2,S*b))));
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J_p0nu = (2/sigma_squared(1,n_SNR)).*(real(((kron(I2,C*S*b))’)*(A_dot’*A)*(C_dot*S*B)));

J_p0b = (2/sigma_squared(1,n_SNR)).*[real(((kron(I2,S*b))’)*(A_dot’*A)*S) -imag(((kron(I2,S*b))’)*(A_dot’*A)*S)];

J_p0s = (2/sigma_squared(1,n_SNR)).*[real(((kron(I2,S*b))’)*(A_dot’*A)*kron(B,IN)) -imag(((kron(I2,S*b))’)*(A_dot’*A)*kron(B,IN))];

J_p0s = J_p0s(:,USI);

J_nunu = (2/sigma_squared(1,n_SNR)).*(real((B’*S’)*(C_dot’*C_dot)*(S*B)));

J_nub = (2/sigma_squared(1,n_SNR)).*[real((B’*S’)*(C_dot’*C)*S) -imag((B’*S’)*(C_dot’*C)*S)];

J_nus = (2/sigma_squared(1,n_SNR)).*[real((B’*S’)*(C_dot’*C)*kron(B,IN)) -imag((B’*S’)*(C_dot’*C)*kron(B,IN))];

J_nus = J_nus(:,USI);

J_bb = (2/sigma_squared(1,n_SNR)).*eye(2*K*L);

J_bs = (2/sigma_squared(1,n_SNR)).*[real(S’*kron(B,IN)) -imag(S’*kron(B,IN)); imag(S’*kron(B,IN)) real(S’*kron(B,IN))];

J_bs = J_bs(:,USI);

J_ss = (2/sigma_squared(1,n_SNR)).*kron([B’*B zeros(K); zeros(K) B’*B],IN);

J_ss = J_ss(USI,USI);

%% Step 4 - Build FIM Matrix

J_psi = [J_p0p0 J_p0nu J_p0b J_p0s; J_p0nu’ J_nunu J_nub J_nus; J_p0b’ J_nub’ J_bb J_bs; J_p0s’ J_nus’ J_bs’ J_ss];

J_inv_psi = inv(J_psi);

% CRLB of the emitter’s position is the top left block of inverse J_psi.

CRLB_Emitter = [J_inv_psi(1,1) J_inv_psi(1,2); J_inv_psi(2,1) J_inv_psi(2,2)];

% Compute RMSE of the CRLB.

RMSE_CRLB(i_trials,n_SNR) = sqrt(CRLB_Emitter(1,1)+CRLB_Emitter(2,2));

end

end

% Compute the average of all Monte Carlo trials.

RMSE_CRLB_avg = (1/N_exp)*sum(RMSE_CRLB);

%% Step 5 - Plot RMSE vs SNR

figure

semilogy(SNR_dB,1000*RMSE_CRLB_avg,’linewidth’,1.5)

title(’CRLB, Unknown Signals, Proposed Method, 2D’)

xlabel(’SNR [dB]’)

ylabel(’RMSE [m]’)

ylim([1 10000])

grid on
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